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Foreword by Toine Jenniskens
When I get asked what the future of IT Operations Management
(ITOM) is, the first thing that pops into mind is: Is there ITOM in
the future? There are trends like DevOps, Artificial Intelligence,
No-Ops, Automation, Cloud, etc. They all promise less cost and
Faster Time to Value. So, is there ITOM in this future? Or do you
still need ITOM when you get there?
I sincerely think you do. ITOM will change but you still need it.
Would you want to drive a car without some metrics and sense of
direction presented to you on your dashboard? Even if it is a Tesla
or some other self-driving car? Do you TRUST the technology
enough?
I think it is fair to say that in general, we don't trust our cars
enough to skip measuring its quality and having some kind of
control over it. The same goes for IT, at least for the next decade.
After that, maybe the robots take over. ;-)
But as I mentioned, sure, ITOM will change, and that is where the
trends come in. When you move more and more to the cloud, you
yourself don't have to measure everything in depth. You measure
the Contract you agreed on with the provider. The provider
does the rest of the ITOM (IT doesn't go away). Also, DevOps
will change ITOM in the way that, across Development and
Operations, backlogs are slowly but surely merging, and ITOM
(Quality and Management) is more and more a topic, from the
conception of a new application to the decommissioning of it.
Also, ITOM is automating fast, and Artificial Intelligence will even
increase this with Self Learning ITOM, automated remediation of
incidents. Analytics will improve monitoring, which will get us
better delivery of our apps. Less outage, better performance, and
less or better mitigated risk. Because IT is getting too complex
for humans to grasp, and because Automation will prove to make
fewer mistakes.

Foreword

So, if you are reading or browsing through this book, you will
find that it provides some views on what I also see happening
around me and what I believe the future will bring. Whether it is
by the introduction of new technologies, Automation, more and/
or other data, and different IT delivery models like Cloud, you
have to get ready for it! You have to start automating your event
management, build your intelligence to catch the anomalies early,
and automate your incident response, or better yet, automate
everything! The trends will not wait for you to pick up. ;-)
IT will still have to be managed somehow by someone, so: Be
sure that there is still a bright and interesting future for ITOM,
but act now!
Toine Jenniskens
Business Architect
Rabobank
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Introduction
Is monitoring boring?
Some, maybe many, will say yes. However, enterprise architectures
are always evolving, so the process of performance monitoring,
data collection, and data exploitation needs to evolve congruently.
Managing IT Operations at the speed of DevOps is a tough
ambition, but it’s the target that IT must shoot for if they want to
inspire real transformation and deliver value to the business.
We have observed that many IT operations teams are understaffed
and that the number of skilled people is not increasing, but
decreasing. So, how do IT operations teams transform to
embrace the newer technologies included in modern application
architectures? How do they embed their skills and experience
into today’s business requirements, given these restraints?
After watching recordings of specialists presenting at AWS
conferences and preaching monitoring-as-code, we wondered
how people not experienced in operations could be expected to
define instrumentation. How would they know which log entries
to write, how often, and with what level of information?
If developers aren’t involved much in deploying, then how would
they know what level of documentation is needed to ensure
correct deployment and to allow operations to determine when
anomalies are happening?
Surely, increased information sharing and collaboration must
happen as per a real DevOps definition. Becoming pragmatic
is accelerated by having the right tools and processes to foster
strong collaboration.

Introduction

Typically, we’re almost forced into a constant context of varying
degrees of compromise. No application developer can claim
to be a master at operations, and no operator is a master at
creating effective applications. Such skills aren’t abundant, and
the respective constraints and measures around their roles don’t
give them liberty to extend much beyond their immediate daily
lives.
Tools can help.
Tools can embed skills that are missing or aren’t regularly
available when most needed. They can automate tasks that are
otherwise time consuming, and help negate the need for situation
or war rooms. Does anyone have time for those, anyway?
We all know how easy it is to make mistakes through distraction
or tiredness. Automation can relieve the situation, consistently
executing common laborious tasks.
Couple both analytics and automation, and it’s easy to see just
how desirable such tools can become.
While Gartner has detailed recommendations concerning analytics
or artificial intelligence applied to operations (AIOps), they don’t
include nearly enough articulation of the need to automate AIOps.
Who has enough staff to manually apply all the recommendations
they make to all data types you can gather with monitoring?
Automated AIOps makes powerful algorithmic-driven monitoring
more valuable. It delivers autonomous actions to ride tandem with
manual operators and maintain high quality of service.
We hope that these pages will inspire your thoughts and lead
your research around defining your priorities for next-generation
operations management.
Ian, Michael, and Wes

Section V: Automated AIOps and Remediation

Share the AHA messages from this book socially by going to
http://aha.pub/HybridITOps
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Section V
Automated AIOps and Remediation

Today’s Operations teams have to deal with massive
volumes of metrics, events, logs, and topology/
dependency data, more than any human can
consume. This is why Artificial Intelligence IT
Operations (AIOps) is so important.
Automation provides a virtual workforce to keep
your systems alive and fix them when a problem
comes up. AI provides insights from the massive
data collected and can guide the automation. Used
together, you become more agile and compete
faster and better.
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Automated AIOps is the use of artificial
intelligence and automation in the practice
of IT Operations. #HybridIT
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Analytics help you understand where new
problems are occurring and why. #HybridIT

76
#HybridITmanagement solutions help you
implement best practices that your users
can use, activate, and execute automatically
to solve issues. What are your
best practices? #HybridIT
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Automation is important because today,
resources come and go but still need to
be managed. #HybridIT
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Automated self-learning, qualification, root
cause, cost analysis, and remediation reduce
operational costs. Can your tools
apply automation? #HybridIT

79
Metrics, events, logs, and topology/
dependency data are massive, more than
any human can consume. Automated
monitoring solutions help you handle those
massive amounts of data. #HybridIT
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#HybridITmanagement solutions give
people access to all the data you have in
one place so it's easier for you to let people
analyze and extract info for their own
interests. #HybridIT
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Analytics surfaces data to help operators who
don't have the right skills find problems faster.
#HybridIT

82
If you don't have robotics and automation,
you won't be able to handle the number of
events you're facing. Automate! #HybridIT
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Automate best practices to solve a problem,
so your users can consume your services
faster than contacting customer service.
#HybridIT
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Automate the process of making sure that
your monitoring data is defined for all your
resources and that monitoring can bring
info back to where you need it. #HybridIT
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Automation allows less skilled operators
to fix issues in minutes that they otherwise
would have to escalate to more
expensive personnel. #HybridIT
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Artificial intelligence acts on its findings to
either propose an action to an operator or
activate automation to perform an action for
an operator to quickly resolve a problem.
#HybridIT
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When your operators can't react fast
enough to resolve problems, you'll need
to integrate and automate your
tools and processes. #HybridIT

88
With automation, you can repurpose your
people's skills to do more important things
that can help the business grow
even further. #HybridIT
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Finding the root cause out of all the info
that comes to your screens takes skill and
time. How do you handle the absurd amount
of data? #HybridITmanagement helps!
#HybridIT

90
Good visibility enables you to predict and
measure the cost of issues quickly and
to prevent them from happening again.
#HybridIT
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Automation provides you a virtual
workforce to keep your systems alive and
healthy to become more agile and compete
faster and better. #HybridIT
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92
Robotic Process Automation (#RPA) with
artificial intelligence can automatically
find and fix problems like a human. In its
infancy now, but watch it grow! #HybridIT
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